1. Introduction. The concept of a "Gleason part" has been defined in several settings of increasing generality. The original part introduced by Gleason [4] was a subset of the spectrum of a function algebra. This was extended in [l] to the state space, or carrier, of a linear space of real functions. Recently, Lewittes has extended the idea of part to the unit ball of the adjoint £*, for any normed space E [7] . The spectrum of a function algebra and the state space for a function space are both subsets of the ball of the adjoint space, and Lewittes' definition includes the preceding ones. Each of the three notions of part is associated with a metric defined on each part. In this paper we will show how parts can be defined most naturally in any convex set which contains no line. Our definition is an extension of the geometric characterization of [l] . We then define a metric for each part in terms of the geometry, and without reference to any topology or any space of functions. We show that this intrinsic metric is topologically equivalent to each of the previously defined metrics in the cases in which the latter are defined. For a compact convex set K in a locally convex linear topological space E, we also show that two points are in the same part of K if and only if they have representing measures whose Radon-Nikodym derivatives with respect to each other are bounded. This extends Bishop's characterization of part [2] to this general setting.
The original definition of Gleason part for a function algebra A can be recaptured as follows. The spectrum Sa of A consists of the set of nonzero (necessarily continuous) homomorphisms of A, with the w* topology it inherits as a subset of A *. Take E to be the real restriction of A* (i.e., restrict the scalar multiplication to the reals) with the w* topology and let K= {FG^4*: F(l) =||f|| =l}. Then K is a compact convex set containing Sa-The Gleason parts of Sa are the intersections with SA of the parts of K as defined below [l] .
space, and let K be any convex set in E which contains no whole line of E. For x, yEK, we define (cf. Proof. Let c be defined by the formula given above, and let \=(l+b)/(l+a+b), fx=(l+a)/(l+a+b).
It is easy to verify that 3. Parts and representing measures. We suppose in this section that K is a compact convex subset of a real locally convex linear topological space E. As usual, E* will denote the adjoint space of continuous linear functionals on E. The spectrum of a function algebra, and the carrier of a function space are subsets of the unit ball of the adjoint space, and are given the w* topology of the adjoint space. The w* topology on the adjoint makes it a locally convex space, and the unit ball is compact in this topology. The ^-continuous linear functionals on E*, with the w* topology, correspond (by evaluation) to the elements of E.
Let r be the closure of the set of extreme points of K. A representing measure for a point xEK is a positive Baire probability measure pt on T such that u(x) = frudu for all uEE*. Every point x of K is a limit of convex combinations of extreme points by the Krein-Mil'man theorem. Each such convex combination can be represented by the corresponding convex combination of unit point masses at these extreme points. The set of probability measures on V is w* compact, so there will be a measure ux which is an accumulation point of the set of convex combinations of point masses. The measure ux will be a representing measure for x by linearity. Hence each xEK has at least one representing measure fix. Conversely, each positive probability measure p. on r is a weak limit of convex combinations of point masses. These convex combinations will represent points of K, and since K is compact, the limit p. represents a point of K.
The following theorem characterizes the parts of K both in terms of the representing measures (cf. [2] ) and in terms of a Harnack-type inequality (cf.
[l]). Theorem 1. Let K be a compact convex set in a locally convex linear topological space E, and T be the closure of the set of extreme points of E. The following conditions are equivalent for all x, yEK and all e>0.
(i) [x, y] extends by e.
(ii) There are representing measures ux, uv ore V such llxat ux^ (1 + e-1)ju" and ju" :£ (1 + €~x)ux.
(iii) Whenever u is a continuous affine (linear functional plus a constant) function which is positive on K, (1 + e~x)~x rgw(x)/«(y) g 1 +€~x.
Proof, (i) implies ( and (1-X)/X. Since X/(l-X) = l + e-l>l, we have (ii).
(ii) implies (i). Assume there are representing measures uix and ju" satisfying (ii). Then e[(l + e_1)pI-/*"] and e[(l + €""1)jix» -M*] are positive probability measures and hence represent some points x', y' EKBy linearity it follows that x' =x + e(x -y) and y'=y + e(y -x), and hence [x, y] extends by e.
(ii) if and only if (iii). The theorem of [2 ] is stated for points in the same part of the spectrum of a function algebra. However, the proof of [2] without change shows the existence of measures satisfying the inequalities of (ii) given the condition of (iii). The inequalities of (iii) obviously follow from the existence of the measures as in (ii).
4. Metrics on parts. In this section we will show that the metrics which are associated with the several definitions of part are topologically equivalent.
Since the spectrum of a function algebra A is a subset of A*, it automatically has the norm-metric of A* defined on it:
G(x, y) = sup{ \f(x) -f(y) \ : f E A, \\f\\ ^ l].
Gleason showed that the condition G(x, y) <2 defines an equivalence relation on the spectrum of A, and these equivalence classes are the original Gleason parts. In [l] a "part metric" D was defined on each part of the carrier of a function space as follows:
D(x, y) = log infjc: c~l g u(x)/u(y) ts c, all w > 0}.
Theorem 1 shows that this definition can be extended to any compact convex set K by using the affine functions, and that the resulting function D will be identical with the intrinsic metric d. Note that d depends only on the geometry, and in particular is independent of any topology, whereas D appears a priori to depend on the class of continuous linear functionals.
It was shown in [l] that if the spectrum of a function algebra is considered as a subset of the carrier of the function space of real parts of functions in the algebra, the two definitions of part coincide and D and G yield equivalent metrics on each part of the spectrum. Now we turn to the hyperbolic metric introduced by Lewittes to define parts in ball £*. Following [7] we define a metric p on K as follows:
p(x, y) = sup{x(M(x), u(y)): «G£*, |«| < 1 on K}.
The metric p is equivalent to that introduced by Lewittes in [7] to define the "hyperbolic parts" in the case that K is the unit ball of an adjoint space. Lewittes used the hyperbolic metric on the disc rather than the pseudohyperbolic metric we use here. In the case of a function algebra A, the metric p is equivalent on each part of the spectrum to the ^4*-norm metric introduced by Gleason. This follows from the fact that x is equivalent to the Euclidean metric on the open unit disc.
The following theorem compares Lewittes' metric with the intrinsic metric. The proof of Theorem 2 depends on the following lemma of [7] . k+6.
In geometric language the lemma says that the segment [a, b] can be fattened by a factor e which does not depend on the positions of a and b, but only on xia> b), and the fattened segment will still contain only points whose x-distance from a is bounded away from 1. We use this result only on [ -1, l] . Here the lemma says that the segment [a, b]E(~ 1, 1) can be extended by e and the extended segment will still lie in (-1, 1) . Again the factor e does not depend on the position of a and 0, but only on x(a, b).
Proof of Theorem 2. We first show that d convergence implies p convergence for any convex K, whether symmetric or not. Let P be a part of K and let x, yEP, x?±y. Let unEE*, \un\ <1 on K, and x(re"(x), un(y))-*p(x, y)>0. Since eventually un(x)y^un(y), we may assume that u"(y) <«"(x)->a^|0, by taking a subsequence or replacing un by -un if necessary. Suppose that [x, y] extends by e, so that y + e(y-x)EK-
The following identity is the result of an algebraic manipulation with the definition of x:
1 ^ x(«»(*), un{y + e(y -x)))
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Letting w->», we get P(x, y)-1 + ea^(l + e), p(x, y) & [l + e(l -a)]"1.
Since a^O and e>0, p(x, y)<l. If d(x, y)-*0, so we may let e-><*=, then it follows that p(x, y)->0. Hence the d topology is stronger than thep topology, and x<~y implies p(x,y) <1. Now suppose that X is symmetric, P is a part, and x, yEP-We know from the argument above that p(x, y) <1. Let k=p(x, y), and let 9 and e be numbers such that k+9<l, and e=0/£(l-f-&-f-0) as in Lemma 3. Let uEE* and \u\ <1 on K. Then x(M(*0. «(y))^p(*> y) = k. It follows that [u(x), u(y)} extends by e and the extended interval contains only points whose x-distance from u(x) is less than k+6. Since u is linear, x(M(x). u(x + e(y-x))) <k+9 <1. In particular, u(x+e(y -x))E(-l, 1) whenever uEE* and |m| <1 on K. This says that x + e(y-x)EK since X is symmetric [6, p. 119] . Hence [x, y] extends by e, and consequently d(x, y) ^log(l + e-1). If x, yEK are arbitrary and p(x, y) <1, this argument still shows that [x, y] extends by e. Thus p(x, y)=fe->0 implies e->oo and d(x, y)->0. Hence the p topology is stronger and therefore equivalent if K is symmetric; and p(x, y) <1 implies that x~y.
It is easy to see that if K is not symmetric, then there can be points approaching the boundary of K whose p distances from a fixed point of K would remain bounded. The intrinsic distances from a fixed point to points approaching the boundary necessarily approach oo. This simply shows that the p metric is not natural in a nonsymmetric setting. The intrinsic metric on the other hand does not depend on how K is situated with respect to the origin, and in fact is invariant under translations of K.
